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QUESTION NO: 1

Which statement is true about enabling database encryption in FileMaker 13?

A. Shared IDs are required to match for opening multiple files.

B. Open storage can be enabled on encrypted files when hosted on FileMaker Server 13.

C. A container field’s external storage setting (open or secure) cannot be modified after the database is encrypted.

D. FileMaker Pro 13 clients will need to supply the encryption password, and a valid account name and password to open a 
file hosted on FileMaker Server 13.

E. Selecting Automatically open databases (on server) after upload will open encrypted files on the server when a server 
Administrator account is used to upload.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 2

Which two statements are true about Touch keyboard types? (Choose two.)

A. The keyboard can be suppressed.

B. The setting has no impact on clients using FileMaker Pro.

C. The keyboard assigned to a field can be installed via a script.

D. The default keyboard for a field can be set under Field Options.

E. The default keyboard for new layout objects is Default for Data Type.

ANSWER: B E 

QUESTION NO: 3

A FileMaker 13 solution has a Customer table and a related Contact table. The relationship from Customer to Contact is 
configured to create related records in the Contact table. On the Relationships Graph, an external table occurrence called 
Invoice is referenced and is related to the Customer table. The solution has layouts based on the Customer, Contact, and 
Invoice table occurrences. The following script is used:

Script A:

New Record/Request

A button that performs Script A has been placed on the Customer layout in a portal that displays the related Contact records.

Which two statements are true about this situation? (Choose two.)
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A. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Contact table.

B. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Customer table.

C. If the user is on the Contact layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record will be created in the Contact 
table.

D. Without a Go to Layout script step, Script A cannot be run from the Scripts menu and create a new record in the Invoice 
table.

E. If the user is on the Customer layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record is created in the Customer 
table, and a new related record is created in the Contact table.

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 4

Given the following function:

What is returned?

A. ,Ltd

B. Ltd.,

C. hers,

D. thers

E. Wainr

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 5 - (DRAG DROP)

A layout has a script trigger assigned to activate OnRecordCommit and a field on the same layout with script triggers 
assigned to activate on OnObjectSave, OnObjectExit and OnObjectValidate. The field is modified and the user exits the field 
without navigating to another object on the layout.

In which order will the script triggers activate?

Select and Place:
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ANSWER:

QUESTION NO: 6

Given Table A in File A, which condition allows a user to access data from Table A while using another file called File B?

A. File A and File B must have an account with the same name and password.

B. File A must have authorized File B in the File Access tab of Manage Security.

C. The privilege set associated with the account that is logged into File A must allow access to the records in Table A.

D. The privilege set associated with the account that is logged into File B must allow access to the records in Table A.

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 7

Which two statements are true about the [Full Access] privilege set in a FileMaker 13 solution? (Choose two.)

A. It is the only privilege set that can use Custom Functions.

B. It is the only privilege set that can view the Relationships Graph.
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C. It can be deleted only if another full access privilege set has been created.

D. It is the only privilege set that can modify field options using the Field Picker

ANSWER: B D 

QUESTION NO: 8

The following script is run from a record on a layout based on a table occurrence that is not related to the Product table 
occurrence:

What happens after the script is run?

A. No records are deleted.

B. All records in the current table are deleted.

C. All records in the Product table are deleted.

D. All records in the current found set are deleted.

E. All records in the current found set for the Product table are deleted.

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 9

In which two cases will the object name of a button be available to a script that is performed by the button? (Choose two.)

A. When the Self function is used as the script parameter associated with the button’s script

B. When the button’s object name is hard-coded into the script parameter associated with the button’s script

C. When the button is clicked and the Get ( ActiveLayoutObjectName ) function is used in the script

D. When the button is tabbed to and then activated from the keyboard and the Get ( ActiveLayoutObjectName ) function is 
used in the script

ANSWER: B D 

QUESTION NO: 10
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The table Model has the container field Portrait. The following calculation is called:

GetContainerAttribute (Model: : Portrait ; “image”)

Assuming Model::Portrait contains an image, what is returned?

A. The filename of the image

B. A delimited list of all image metadata

C. The image file as BaseG4 encoded text

D. The type of the image file (jpeg, png, gif, etc)

ANSWER: B 
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